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Let F be a set of f points in a iinite projective gcxmetry ffi(t, q) nf ? ~&mensians (cf. 
A~ndixI)wheres~2,f,lamlqisaprime~~r.If(a)iFnHI~mforanybyperplaneH 
in pG(f, q) and (b) IF n HI = m for some hyperplane H in pG(t, q), then F is said to be an 
{f,m;~,q}-~=hyper(oran(f,m;t,q}-minihyper)wherem~Oand~~~notesthen~~r 
of elements in the set A. 
Recwntlv a (qq f 1) += 9 - ------J 9 4,2;2,iQj- main - i.~ypers its q2, q) have been characterized by 
Hamada [lo, 121 for any prime power q ~3.IEepurposeofthispaperistocharacte1izeaU 
(2(q + 1) + 52; t, q}-mio l hypers in J?G@, q) for any integer t 3 3 azrd any prime power q a 5 
using the results in Hamada (6-111. Using those results, aU (n, k, d;q)ades meeting the 
Griesmer bound (1.1) are chamcterized for the case ka3, d=q’-*-(2+2q) and qa5. 
Those results am a generalization of the results (due to Tamari) whir% hrve ken published in 
Discrete Mathematics 49 (1984) 179-191. 
Let V(n; q) be an n-dimensional vector space consisting of row vectors over a 
Galois field GF(q) cbf order q where IZ is a positiwe integer and q is a prime power. 
A k-dimensional subspace C of V(rr; q) is said to be an (a, H_ ?; @code (or 8 
q-ary linear code with length n, dimension k, and minimum &stance d) if the 
minimum (Hammin g)~~~ofthecodeCisequaltodwh~ren>ks3~d 
d a I (cf= Blake and NMfin [2] and MacWiBams and Sloane [V]). 
?: ds we!! known (cf. Gries~er [5] and Soiomcn and StZS!er [Bjj that if there 
exists an (n, k, d; q)ade, then 
n- > (1.1) 
where [xl denotes the smallest integer ax. The bound (1.1) 
bound) shows that in order to obtain an (n; k, d; q)-code 
minimum among (* , k, d; q)-dks for given integers k, 
obtain an (n, k, d; q)axie meeting the Griesmer bo 
there exists such a code for given integers k, d and q. 
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Problem A. 
(1) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for integers k, d and q that there 
exists an (n, k, d; q j-code meeting the Griesmer bound (1.1) for given integers k, 
d and q. 
(2) Characterize all (n, k, d; q)-codes meeting the Griesmer bound (1.1) in the 
case where there exist such codes. 
It is well known (cf. Baumert and McEliece [l] and Hamada and Tamari [14]) 
that for any given integers k and q, there exists some (large) integer do 
(depending on k and q) such that there exists an (n, k, d; q)-code meeting the 
Griesmer bound (1.1) for any integer d 3 d o* From the actual point of view, it is 
desirable to obtain a solution of Problem A for a comparatively small integer d in 
the case where there exists such a solution. Hence we shall confine ourself to the 
case k%3 and l~d<q’-’ in this paper. In this case, d can be expressed 
uniquely as follows: ; 
R-2 
EQqa (i.2) 
using some integers &a such that OS E@ G q - 1 and (Ed, cl, . . . , E~_J # 
(0 0 9 , . . . , 0). In the special case 1 Ed eqk-’ - q, d can be also expressed 
uniquely as follows: 
d=q’-‘-(.*+&qpi) - (13) . 
using some odered set (E, ccl, c(~, . . , , ph) in U(k - 1, q) where U(k - 1, q) 
denotes a set of all ordered sets (E, ccl 9 pz? . . . , ph) of integers E, h and pi such 
that Os&sq-1, lshr(k-2)(q-l), 1~~l~~2~***~~~~<k-~2 andOG 
n&)Sq-lforl=l,2,..., k - 2. Here n&) denotes the number of integers 
pi in B E (J.J~) ~12, l . l 3 ph) such that pi = I for the given integer 1. Note that in the 
case d=qkel- (e + zf& qpi), the Griesmer bound (1.1) can be expressed as , 
follows: 
“vk_.(~+~g,+l> (14) . 
i=l 
where V~ = (q’ - l)/(q - 1) for any integer I9 O& 
Problem A has been solved completely by Helleseth [16] and Tilborg [21] for 
the case ka3, q=2 and 1ad<2k-1. Hamada [6,7] showed that in order to 
solve Problem A for the case k a 3 and d = qkml - (E + Cf& qpi), it is sufficient o 
characterize all {& vc(i+l + E, z&l Vpi; k - 1, qj-min l hypers in PG(k - lj 4) 
al solved Problem A completely for the case k 3 3, q 2 3, E E (0, 1}, 1 s h s 
k-2 and lG~l<~2<~ l -+psk- 2 using characterization of min l hypers in 
k - 1, q) (cf. s 2.1, 5.1 and 5.2 in [7] and Theorems 1.2, 2.8, 2.10 
2.11 in [6]). (cf. ari 1201 in the case h = I). 
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Recently, all (2~2 + 2, 22~1; 2, q}-min l hypers (for the case E = 2, h = 2 and 
p1 = p2 = 1) have been characterized by Hamada [la, 121 for any prime power 
q 2 3. The purpose of this paper is to characterize all (23, -t- 2, 2v,; t# 
q}-min . hypers for any integer t 2 3 and any prime power q 3 5 using the results 
in Hamada [6-111 (cf. Theorem 2.1 in Section 2). Using those results, all 
(10, k, d; q)-codes meeting the Griesmer bound (1.1) are characterized for the 
case ka3, d =qk-‘-(2+2q) and qM. 
Let F be a set of f points in a finite projective geometry PG(t, q) of t 
dimensions where t 3 2, f 2 1 and q is a prime power. If (a) IF n H) a m for any 
hyperplane Pl in PG(t, q) and (b) IF n H( = m for some hyperplane H in 
PG(t, q), then F is said to be an {f, m; t, q}-min . hyper where m 2 0 and IAl 
denotes the number of elements in the set A (cf. Hamada and Tamari [13] and 
Hamada [6] with respect o a more general definition of a min l h:>per). 
Hamada [6,7] showed that in the case k a 3 and d = qk-’ - (ET + Cf=, qpi), 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between a set of all (n, k, d; q)-codes 
meeting the Griesmer bound (1.4) and a set of all { zf=, vM, i + g, ~fi, vpi; k - 
1, q}-min l hypers in PG(k - 1, q) if we introduce an equivalence relation 
between two (n, k, d; q)-codes as Definition 2.1 in [7]- Hence in order to solve 
Problem A for the case k 3 3, d = qkwl - (E + Cf=, qpi) and q a 3, it is sufficient 
to solve the 
(1) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for an ordered set 
(E, hP2, l a.9 ph) in U(t, q) that there exists a {& cpi+l - of, zfsl upi; b, q)- 
min. hyper where t B 2 and q a 3. 
(2) Characterlze all {& vpi+l + E, Zb, vpi; t, q}-min l hyps in the case 
where there exist such min l hypers for a given ordered set (F, #I, pz, l l l , ph) in 
rrjt, q). 
Problem B has been solved completely by Hamada [6-111 for any ordered set 
(E9 lul9 P2, l l l P ph) in U@, q) such that either (I) c E { 0, 1}, 1 s h s t - 1, 
Pr,<P2~ l <ph and q&3 c.z (II) EE{O,~), hL=2, 1(~=!4~=1 and qa3 or 
(III)e=O, h=2, ~,=~,~2andq~3or(IV)E=O, h=3, ~2=~3=yl+1and 
qa4or (V) &=2, h=l, p1 =landq~3or(VI)~=(I,h=3,/.~~=~~=/.~~-1 
and q a 5 where 8 3 2 (cf. Appendix kJ and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 in Tamari @O]). 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize all {2v2 + 2, 2~~; t, q)-min - hypers 
for any integer t 3 3 and any prime power q 2 5, i.e. to prove the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let t and q be any integer 33 and any prime power 25, 
respectively. Then F is a (2vz + 2, 2vI; t, q)-min l hyper if and only if F E 
S(O, 3, 1, 1; t, q), i.e. F consists of two O-flats and two l-flats in PG(t$ q) which a:e 
mutually disjoint where vl = 1 and vuz = q + 1. 
Let C be 2 subspa of Y(f; q) generated by k row vectors of 2 k x f matrix G 
whose entries are elements of GF(q). If the rank of G over GF(q) is equal to 
z(sk) and the maximum (Hamming) distance of C is equal to 6, then C is cal!ed 
2 q-ary anticode with length fj dimension t, and maximum distance S and G is 
called 2 generator matrix of C. The concept of an anticode has been introduced 
by Farrell [4] in order to obtain an (n, k, d; q)-code meeting the Griesmer bound 
(1.1). 
It is well known (cf. Ch. 17-86 in M2cWilliams and Sloane [17] and Example I 
in Appendix I) that in the case k 3 3 and d = q’-’ - (e + Cf=, q&), there is 2 
one-to-one correspondence between 2 set of all (n, k, d; q)-codes meeting the 
Griesmer bound (1.4) and 2 set of all q-ary anticodes, generated by 2 k x f matrix 
whose an;;’ twc c&mn vectors are linearly independent over GF(q), with length f 
and maximum distance f -m if we introduce an equivalence relation between 
two codes as Definitions 2.1 and 5.1 in [7] where 
f=E 
h 
v,,+~+E, m=&,i and a=vk-f. 
i=l i=l 
(2.1) 
Hence we have the following theorem from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem I in 
Appendix I. 
Theorem 2.2. Let k and q be any integer a3 and any prime power H, 
respectively. In the case d = q”’ - (2 + 2q), C is an (n, k, d; q)-code meeting the 
Griesmer bound (1.1) if and on[y if C is congruent to some (n, k, d; q)-code 
constructed by using two O-flats and two l-flats in PG(k - 1, q) which are mutually 
&joint. 
sitions for the proof of Theorem 2J 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we shall prepare three propositions in this 
section. 
. Let F be any {2(q + 1) + 2,2; t, q)-rrain 8 hyger where i 2 3, and 
(I) If H is a hyperpIane in PG(t, q) such that m(q + 1) s IF n HI <(m + 
l)(q + I) for some integer m , 1,2}, then FnH(=F*) b an {f’,m;t,q}- 
in * hyper in 
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(2) T%~w is IU) hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that mq + 4< (F n HI c (m + 
l)(q + 1) for any integer m in (0, I}. 
(3) There exists at least one hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF C HI > q + 3. 
I@ the special case t ~4, there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that 
lFnHiaq+4. 
(4) For any hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF n HI 3 q + 3, IF n HI = 
q+3, q+4,2q+2,2q+3odq+4. 
Ptd. 
(1) In the case m = 0 (i.e. 0 s )F n HI C q t I)$ it follows from Proposition II.1 
in Appendix II that F* is an (,f’ 0; t, qi-min . hyper in H. 
In the case na 3 >, it $ aflows from Proposition II.1 and iF*l < (m + l)(q + 1) 
that if IF” n GI 2 c +r any (t - 2)flat G in H, then there exists at least one 
(t - 2)-tlat G in H such that IF* n GI = m, i.e. F* is an {f, m; t, q)-min l hyper in 
H. Hence it is sufficient o show that (F* n G( B m for any (t - 2).Fiat G in H. 
Suppose there exists a (t - 2).flat G in H such that IF* n GI s m - 1. Let Hi 
(i = 1,2, . . . , q) be q hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for H, which contain 6. 
Then IFn(Hi\G)l=(FnH,I-IFnG(~2-(m-l) for i=l,2,...,q. Hence 
(Fl= IF f7 HI + Cfzl IF r: (H\G)I a 3q + m > 2q + 4 = IFI, which is a contradic- 
tion. Hence (1) holds. 
(2) Suppose there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such tE,at YZ~ + 4 < IF n 
H( < (m + l)(q + 1) for some integer m in {0, 1). Then it follows from (1) that 
there exists a (t - 2)-flat G in H such that IF n Gl = m. Let Hi (i = 1,2, . . . , q) 
be q hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for H, which contain G. Then IFi = IF n 
H! + Cy’n,{lF n HiI - IF n Gl} > 2q -b 4 = IFI, which is a contradiction. Hence (2) 
holds. 
(3) Since F is a {2(q + 1) + 2,2; t, q}-min 3 hyper, there exists at least one 
hyperplane II0 in PG(t, q) such that IF n I&,( = 2, i.e. F n ITo consists of two 
points (denoted by PI and Pz) in PG(t, q). Let A be any (t - L‘ -%t in & SU& 
that {P,, f?!) c A (i.e. IF fl Al = 2) and let fli (i = 1,2, . . . , q) k q hyperplanes 
in PG(t, q)9 except for & which contain A. 
SupposeIFfU?Jd4fo+i=1,2,.i.,q.~en 
which is a contradiction. Hence there exists at least one hyperplane n in 
vWL**, nq) such that IF n RI 3 5. Since there is no hyperplane n in 
PG(t, q) such that 4 i I’ A  Q G IT! C 4 -c- 1: this implies that IF n II( 3 q + 1. 
In the case (F n I71 G q + 2, i.e. IF n n( = (q + 1) + E for some integer E in 
(0, l), it follo-ws from (1) that F n l?is a {u2 + E, vl; t, q]-min l hyper in flwkr~ 
vt=l and v,=q+l. Hence it follows from Prsp&ion II.3 that F n 
n E &,(E, 1; t, q), i.e. F n nconsists of t’ points and one l-flat (denoted by V1) in 
n. Let G be any (t - 2)-1Hat in I? which contain W, and let (i = 19 29 l l l 9 4) be 
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q hype_@anes in PG(& q)# except for II, which contain 6. Since 
IFI = (F (I ITI + $ IF n (H,\G)I, IFI=Zq+4 and jFnnl~q+2, 
i=l 
there exists at least one hyperplane H in {HI9 Hz, . . . , Hq) such that IF n 
(H\G)I a 2. This impties that IF f7 HI = IF n GI + (F n (H\G)I 3 q + 3. Hence 
there exists at least one hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF n HI 3 q + 3. 
If there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF n H( = q + 3, it follows 
from (1) and Proposition II.6 that F n H E g(O, 0,l; t, q), i.e. F n H consists of 
two points (denoted by PI and P!‘) and one l-flat (denoted by -N1) in H. 
In the case t 3 4, there exists a (t - 2)-flat G* in H which contains a l-flat WI 
andapointP&etH;(i=1,2 ,..., q) be q hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for 
H, which contain G*. Then it follows from IF] = 2q + 4 and IF n HI = q + 3 that 
there exists at least one hyperplane H* in { Hf , H& . . . , H,*) such that 
IF n (H*\G*)I 3 2, i.e. IF n H*I = IF n G*l + IF n (H*\G*)J a q + 4. Hence (3) 
holds. 
(4) It ~oll~s irom (2) that (4) holds. This completes the proof. El 
Dekition 3.1. Let (E, y,, c(~, . . . , p,J be any ordered set in U(t, q) and let 
!Fv(&, ccl, P29 l l l 9 ph; t9 q) denote a fazuily of all sets uzO I$ of a set 
voo- {P,, P2, . . . , PC}, a PI-flat vl, a cl(&at v;z, S c . , a ph-flat vh in PG(t, q) 
which are mutually disjoint where PI, P2, . . . , P, denote E points in PG(t, q) and 
Vo= 8 in the case e = 14. As occasion demands, we shall denote 
i!“(E, ccl, ci2, l ’ l 9 I46 t, !I) by m, A29 . . ..l.;t,q) where q=h+e, Ai=O 
(i = 192, l l l 5 8) and A,+j = /+ (j = 1,2, . . . , h). 
Remark 3.1. It is well known (cf. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 in Hamada and Tamari 
[ 151 for example) that &(E, pl, p2, . . . , ph; t, q) # 0 if and 0nb if either (a) 
h=1or(b)h~2andInh-,+C(h~t-dwhere(&,CL1,1C(2,...,CZh)EU(t,qj. 
sition 3.1. Let F be any (2(9 + 1) + %,2; t, q}-min l hyper where t 3 3 and 
q 3 5. If there e&s a hyperpiane H kin PG(t, q) such tloua IF n H] = 2q + 2 or 
2q + 3, then F E Q(0, 0, 1,l; t, q). 
Case I: IF n HI = 2q + 2. It foilows from Lemma 3.1 that F n H is a {2v2, 2q; 
t, q)-min l hyper. Hence it follows from Proposition II.4 that F n H E 
%<I p 1; tp q)_ Since 1 FI = 2q + 4 and [F n HI = 2q -b 2, this implies that F E 
$(k 0, 1, 1; t, 4). 
Case ZZ: IF n HI = 2q + 3. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that F n H is a 
1,2vl; t, q}-min l hyper. Hence it follows from Proposition II.5 that 
E B(O, 1, 1; t, q). This implies that F E Q(0, 0, 1, 1; t, q). El 
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Lermnrmga 3.2. Let F* be any {q + 4,l; t, q)+nin l hyper such that F* c H for some 
hyperplane H in PG(t, q) and let R be any point in H such that R $ F* where t 3 3 
and q 3 3. Then there exists a (t - 2)-fEat G in H such that R E G and 1 F* n G[ = 1. 
Proof. It is well known that there are v,_~ l-flats in the (t - 1)~flat H which 
contain a point R. Let Li (i = I, 2, . . . , v+~) be tl,+ l-flats in H which contain R. 
Then IF*1 = cEI IF* n Lij where o = or+ 
Case I: t=3. §ince IF*l=q+4, v,=q+l and IF*fILilal for i= 
1,2, . . . , q + 1, there exists at least one l-flat G in {L,, Lp, . . . , Lq+l} such that 
IF* f7 GI = 1. Hence Lemma 3.2 holds in the case t = 3. 
Case II: t a 4. Since I F*l = q f 4 and IJ,_~ > q + 4 in the case t 3 4, there exists 
at least one l-flat A1 in {L,, &, . . . , L,) such that F* n A1 = 1. 
In the case t = 4, let Gi (i = 1,2, . . . , q + 1) be q + 1 2-flats in H which contain 
AI. Ske IF*1 = CfZ: IF*f7Gi( and lF*nGjI 2 1 for i= 1,2,. . . , q + 1, there 
exists at ieast one 2-&t G in (GI, G*, . . . , G4+1} such that IF* n G( = 1. Hence 
Lemma 3.2 holds in the case t = 4. 
In the case t 2 5, it can be shown that there exists a (t - 3)Eat A,-3 in H such 
thatAu_33Ar_-4andF*fIA,-~=0. LetG&=1,2,...,q+l)beq+l/(t-2) 
flats in H which contain A1+ Then there exists at least one (t - 2).flat G in 
{Gl, G2,. . . , Gq+l} such that IF* n G( = 1. This completes the proof. 0 
De&&ion 3.2. Let V and W be a p-flat and a v-fiat in PG(t, q)9 respectively, 
where Osp<vst- 1. Let V @ W denote the minimum flat in PG(t, q) which 
contains two flats V and I&‘. In the special case V n W = 0, V Bb W denotes a 
(p + v + I)-flat in PG(t, q) which contains two flats V and W. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F be any {2(q + 1) + 2,2; t, q)-min l hyper such that there exiks 
a hyperplane H in I DG(t, q) such that IF n HI = q + 4 where t T- 3 and q 3 5. Let 
Ql and Q2 be any two’ points in F\F’ and let R be a po&_ k H such that 
H n (Q, 09 Q2) = (R) where F* = Fn H. Then (1) R E F* and (2) F*\(R) is a 
{(q + 1) + 2,l; ts qj-min 9 hyper in H. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that F* is a {q + 4, 1; f, q}-min l hyper in H. 
(1) Suppose R $ F*. Then it follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists a 
(~--2)-flatGinHsuchthatREGandIF*nGI=l.LetMi(i=1,2,...,q)beq 
hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for _H, which contain G. Without 10~s of 
generality, we can assume that QI E MI. 
Since R E MI and Q2 E Qt @ R, it follows that Q2 E M!. This implies that 
Ql$MiandQ2$Mifori=2,3,..., q= Sirrre IF\(F* c, {Q1, Q23)1 = q - 2, there 
exists at least one hyperplane M in {M2, ik&, . . . 9 M4} such that M n (F\F*) = 8. 
This implies that IF n MI = IF* fI M i = IF* n Gil = 1, which is a contradiction. 
Hence R E F*. 
(2) Since F* is a (q + 4, 1; t, q}-min l hyper in H, ;F” o7 G*I 2 1 for any 
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(d - 2)-&u G* in H. Suppose there exists one (t - 2).flat G* in H such that 
R E G* and IF* f7 G*l = 1. Then it follows from the proof of (1) that there exists 
a hyperplane M in PG(t, q) such that IF* fl MI = 1, which is a contradiction. 
Hence ((F*\(R)) n G*la I for any (t - 2).fiat G* in H. Therefore, it follows 
from Proposition II.1 that F*\(R) is a (4 + 3,1; b, q)-min l hyper in H. 0 
ppoposition 3.2. Let F be any {2(q + 1) + 2,2; t, q j-min l hyper where t 3 3 and 
q 3 5. If there existi a hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF n HI = q + 4, then 
F E 8(0, 0, 1,1; t, 4). 
EetQi(i=1,2,..., q) denote q points in F\F* and let Rap (16 Q! < /3 6 
q) denote a point in H such that H n (Qa BB Q#) = {Rae} where F* = F n H. 
Then it follows from Lemma 3.3 that R,, E F* and F*\{R,B} is a {(q + 1) + 
2,1; t, q}-ti. hyper in H+ hIen= it follows from Proposition II.6 that F*\ 
{RaB} E S(O, 0,l; t, q) for any integers QY and j!I such that 1 g cy < p 6 q. Since 
F = (F*\(R& t.J <Rlz, Q1, Q2, . . . , Qq} and F*\{RP2j E $(O, 0,l; t, q), it is 
sufkient to show that {RI*, Q,, Qz, . . . , Qq} is a l-flat in PG(t, q) *in order to 
show that F E g(O, 0, 1,l; t, q). 
SUWQ= {Rlz, Q,, Q2, l l l 9 Q,J is not a l-flat in PG(t, q). Then there exist 
three noncollinear points in {Q,, Q2, . . . , Qq}. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that three points Q1, Qz and Q3 are noncollinear, i.e. R12, RPJ and 
Ra are all distinct. Furthermore, we can assume that R12, R13, Ru and RI4 are all 
distinct. 
Since R,B E F* and F*\{R,B} E~(O, 0, l;t, q) for any pair (cu, @) in {(1,2), 
(1,3), (2,3)}, it follows that F* = V1 U {Rlz, Rr3, RD} where V1 denotes a i-fiat 
in H. Ske R1, E F* and RI4 $ {R12, R13, R,}, we have RI4 E V1. This implies 
that F*i(&) $ HO, U t, 49, w.hich is a contradiction. Hence 
i&z, Qa, Qz, . . .p Qq) must be a l-flat in PG(t, q). This completes the 
proof. 0 
on 3@3* kt F be any {2(q + 1) -I- 2,2; 3, q j-min 9 hyper where q 3 5. If 
there exists a 2-flat H in PG(3, q) such that IF n HI = q + 3, then F E 
5x0,0,1,1; 3,q). 
Since q 3 5, it follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition II 6 that 
E g(O, 0,l; 3, q), i.e. F n H(= F*) consists of two points (denoted by P1 
and Pz) and one l-flat (denoted by VI) in H. Put L = P1 CD Pz. Then L is a l-flat in 
H and L n V1 consists of one point (denoted by W) in ?$. Note that 1;’ n K = 
{PI, P2, R}, i.e. (F f7 Lg = 3. 
t Qi (i = 1,2, . . . , q + 1) denote q t= 1 points in PP aad let Mj (i = 
, . l l , q) be q 24ats in PG(3, q), except for H, which contain L. men there 
at le one 24at M in (MI. rtpl-, 
+1 j pa. Sina { PI, I$, aj c F n 
{2(q + 1) + 2, 2; I, tj)-min l hypers 227 
IFI = 2q + 4, this implies that 5 s IF s7 Ml s q + 4. Hence it follows from Lemma 
3lthatq+lS~Fr7Mjdq+4. 
Case I: (FnMI = q +4. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that FE 
iHo, O,l, 1; 3, a). 
Cme II: iF n Ml = q + 3. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition II.6 that 
F n M consists of two points (denoted by Sp and $) and one l-flat (denoted by 
Wl)inMwhere~~Wl=OorVl~Wl={W}. 
In the case Vl n Wl = {R), it follows from {P,, yZ} c M, IWII = q + 1 and 
(F n MI = q + 3 that {P,, Pz} = (S,, J;} and F = l$ U Wl U {PI, I$, Q} where Q 
denotes a point in {Q,, Qi,“. . . , Qqez} such that Q $ M. Since q 3 5 and 
Vl n Wi = {It}, there exists a 2afiat II in PG(3, q) such that F rd .!? = {I?]. i.e. 
IF n I?1 = 1, which is a contradiction. Hence 6 n Wl = 0. 
In the case VlnWl=8, it follows from VicF, WlcFand lF(=2(4+1)+2 
that F E g(O; 0: 1,l; 3; q). 
Case III: IF n MI = q + 2. It follows from knma 3-l and Proposition II.3 that 
F n M E 8(0,1; 3,q). On the other hand, it follows from IF n LI = 3, L c M and 
IF fl MI = q + 2 that F f7 M contains no l-flat in M. This is a contradiction. Hence 
IFnMj#q+2. 
Case IV: IF n MI = q + 1. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition II.3 that 
FflMEg(1;3,q). Ontheotherhand,FnM$~(1;3,q)sinceIF~MnLI=3. 
This is a contradiction. Hence IF t’1 Ml # q i- 1. This completes the prmf. q 
4. The proof of Tbmem 2.1 
(1) if F E B(O, 0, 1,l; t, q), i.e. F E g&2,1, 1; t, q), it follows from Proposi- 
tion II.2 that F is a (2~~ + 2,2u,; t, q}-min l hyper where tll = 1 s ?d g92 =q + 1. 
(2) Conversely, let F be any {2(q + 1) + 2,2; t, a}-min l hyper. I rlen it follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that there exists some hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that 
(Fr!4;Il=q+3, g+4, 2q+2, 2q+3or2q+4. 
Case I: (Fn.Pfb=q+S3d t- 3. Ilt follows Tom Proposition 3.3 that 
F E 8(&O, 1, 1s & q)= 
Case II: IF n H( = q + 3 and t a 4. It follows from HRrnma 3.1 that there exists 
at least one hyperplane nin PG(f, q) such that IF n nl aq + 4. 
&se 111: !F n HI = 4 f 4. It folkx~s from Proposition 3.2 that F E 
B(O, s, 1,l; t9 4) 
Case ZV: IF n HJ = 2q + 2 or 2q + 3. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that 
F E 6(0, 0, lp 1; i?, q). 
Cae V: IFnHI=2q+4. since F=FnH, Fisa {2q+4,.2;t,q}-miuhyper 
in the (t - l)-flat M. We shah prove “F E g(O, 0, 1,l; t, 4)” by induction on t. 
In the case t = 3, it follows from Proposition there is 
no {2q -0- 4,2; 3, q j-min 9 hyper F in the 2-flat 
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hyperpkne H in PG(3, q) such that JF n HJ = 2q + 4 in the case t = 3, Hence it 
follows from Cases I-IV that 1;‘ ; s(O, 0, 1,l; t, q) in the case t= 3. 
In the case t 3 4, it follows from induction on t that F n H consists of two 
O-flats and two l-flats in H which are mutually disjoint. Since F = F bd H, this 
implies that F E g(O, 3, 1,l; t, q). This completes the proof. Cl 
Appendix I. A connection between a mbhygea and an anticode 
A finite projective geome*&y PG(t, q) of t dimensions may be defined as a set of 
pints satisfying the foIIowing conditions: 
(1) A point in PG(t, q) is represented by(v) where Y is a nonzero element of a 
GaIois field GF(q’+‘). 
(2) Two points (v,) and (v,) represent the same point when and only when 
there exists a nonzero element 0of GF(q) such that v2 = avl. 
(3) A p&t i~3 PG(t, q) is defined as a set, {(aOvC +alvl + 9 . s + ac,v,) 1. l l ), 
of U~+~ points in PG@, q) where 0 < p C t and ai’s run independently over 
the elements of GF(q) and are not all simultaneously zero and (Ye), 
( ) Yl J e e . , (v,) are linearly independent over the coefficient field GF(q), in 
other words, they do not lie on a (y - l)-flat. In the special case p = 0, 1 or 
8 - 1, a O-flat, a l-flat and a (t - I)-flat in PG(t, q) are also called a point, a 
line and a hyperplane, respectively. A (-1).fiat denotes the empty set 0. 
Since every nonzero element of GF(q’+‘) may be represented as a nonzero 
vector in W(t + 1; q), every point in PG(t, q) may be representedaby (c) using 
some nonzero vector ,c in W(t + 1; q) (cf. Appendix I in Hamada [6] in detaiI) 
where W(k;q) denotes a k-dimensional vector space over GF(q) consisting of 
column vectors and (cl) = (& wh _en and onIy when there exists some nonzero 
element B of GF(q) such that _c = u..~. I3etween a min l hyper and an anticode 
(defined i;n Section 2), there is the following connection. 
ae~rerra I (Hamada [7]). Let k and q be any integer 23 and any prime power, 
re~~ectit&y, and let f ~fld m be some integers such that 0 S m Cf =S vk. &et gf 
(I= 1,2, . . l , f) be f ntiazero vectors in W(k; q) such that any two vectors in 
(Cl, G2, l l l 9 gf) are linear%y independent. Then {(&), (e2), . . . , (Q)} is an 
(f, m; k - 1, q)-min l hyper in PG(k - 1, q) q and only if [,el,e2 l l . ef] is a k x f 
generator .matrix of a g-ary anticodc with length f and maximum distance f - m. 
In order to show a connection between amin l hyper and an (n, k, d; q)-code 
meeting the Griesmer bound (1. l), we shall give the folloting example (cf. 
Example 5.1 in [7] in detail). 
Consider the case k = 3, d = 4 and q = 3. In this case, h = 1, E = 2, 
= (3” - I)/(3 - I) = 13. Iet _Ci (i = 1,2, . . . , 13) be 13 vectors given 
{2(9 + i) + 2, 2; t, q) -.min l hypers 
Cl -c2 -c3 !T4 -c5 -c6 -c7 c8 -cg Go -cl1 Cl2 Cl3 
0000111111111 
011100 0 111 2 2 2 
a 0 120 12 0 12 0 1.2 
ht F = {(cl), @3), (&), (_c,), @7), @lo)}, G = [fhC3&~6~7,ClO] and G* = 
[g2g4,CgEsgllg12~13]. Let C be a subspace in V(6; 3) generated by 3 row wctors of 
G and let C* be a subspace in V(7; 3) generated by 3 row vectors of G*. Then F 
is a {&I; 2,3}-min l hyper such that F E 3(0,0,1; 2,3) (i.e. F is a set cf a l-flat 
{(cl), (_c,), (&)g (g7)} and two O-flats (-c,) and (cIo) in PG(2,3) which are mutuliy 
&joint) ad C is a 3-ary anticode with length 6 and maximum distance 5 and C* 
is a (7,3,4; 3).code meeting the Griesmer bound (1.1). In this case, C* is said to 
be a (7,3,4; 3)-cede constructed 
O-flats (c3) and (cro) in PG(2,3). 
by using a l-flat {(cl), (,c5), (c6)# (C7)) and two 
Appendix II. Prdimhq results for the proof of Theorem 2.1 
We shall describe several results, due to EIamada 16-121, which are used in 
proving Theorem 2.1. (Cf. Tamari [ 191 with respect o (1) in Proposition II. 1) 
Proposition II.1 (Hamada [7]): Let t and q be any integer 22 and say prime 
power, rmpectively, and let vl = (q’ - l)/(q - 1) for any integer 12 0. 
(1) Let 0:s be any integers uch that G s cl s q and 0 s a, s q - 1 (2 s i s 
t - 1). If m 2 C~-‘& a,~,, then f - tim= > y’-ll omva+l for any {f, rn; t, q}-min l hyper F. 
(2) Let Ep’s be afiy kteger: sz& that OS e. S q, 0 9 : es S q - 1 (LY = 
1,2, . . . , t - 1) and (eo, cl, . . . , Et+) #(0, 0, . . . , 0). If E ti a set of 
c z. E,v~+~ pointi in PG(t, q) such that IF f7 HI 2 cC,J, E&V, for any hyperplane 
H in PG(t, q), thea F k a {zL2o E~v~+~, Cz, ecuv,; t, q}-min - hyper. 
(3) Let V be any &$at in PG(t, q) where tMand2=@st-1. tfFkasetof 
c k-Jo E,v~+~ points in V such that (F r! I?[ 3 Cl,/, gLyva for any (0 - I)-flat W in 
V, then F is a { cL-/o E~v~+~, CL-$ E&V,; t, q}-min - hyper in V. 
Propositiou II.2 (Hamada 171). Let (E, bl, p2, . . . , ph) be any ordered set in 
u(t, q) such that either (I) h = 1 or (II) h 3 2 and ph__l + pA S t - 1 where t 3 2 
and qa2. Thm ~~(~,~1,~(2,.~*,~h;t,q)~Q= If FE~&,P~,~~,-., 
ph; t, q)9 then F is a (zk, vpi+l + E, “;F=, vpi; t, q)-mk - hyper. 
sitio7Q l S (Hamada [6]). Let (8, pt, c(~, . . . , ph) be any ordered set in 
U(t,q)suchthatEE{O,l}, ~~h~t-_and1~C(1C~2C~~~C~h~t-1~:here 
ta2andqa3. 
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Ii-z the ease 3s = 1, F iis a {v~~+~ =+ &, v,,,; t, q}-min l hyper if and only 
if F E %(s ccl; tt 4). 
In thz cae h 32 and ~~_l=k-~h~t - 1, F is a {&v,,+~ + E, 
c fS1 vpi; t, q}-min 9 hyper if and only if F E &(E, pl, p2, . . . . 
phi TV a)* 
In the case ha2 and ph_l+c(hatB there is no {~~&v,,+~+E, 
c fz1 v&; t, q}-min l hyper. 
Propositiwm II.4 (Hamada [t&9]). Let t and p be any integers such that 1 s p < t 
and let q be any prime power 33. 
(1) In the case t a2p + 1, F is a {2~,+~, 2v,,; t, q}-min . hype: if and o&y if 
FE W, cc; t, 9). 
(2) In the case t 6 2~, there is no (2~ +1, 225, ; t, q}=min 9 hyper. 
m.5 (Hamada [S, 91). Let t and ~4 be an> integers such that 16 p < t 
axy prime power a4. 
(1) In the case ta2p + 1, F is a {2v,,, + up, 2v, + v,,_~; t, q}-m&a l hyper i’f 
arufonlyifFE~(Cc-i,~,Cc;.t,q). 
(2) In the case t d2c(, there is no {2vp+, -I- up, 2v, + v,,+; t, q}+nin l hyper. 
HI.6 (Hamada [lo, 111). Let t and p be any integers such that 1 s p c t 
e any prime power 35. 
(1) In the case t~2c(, F is a {v,+~ +2v,, up + 2v,_,; t, q}-min&yper if and 
onlyifFEO(Cc-i,~-1,C(;t,q). 
(2) In the case t< 2p, there is no {vP+1 + 2v,, up + 21+; t, q}emin 9 hyper. 
II,7 (Hamada [IO, la,]). 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the case q 3 5, there is 150 {2v2 + 2, 2v1; 2, q}-min l hyper where VI= 1 
andv2=q+l. 
Ii? the case q = 3, F is a {2v2 + 2, 2vI; 2,3}-min l hyper if and only if there 
e&t some noncollinear points (Y& (VI j and (~2) in PG(2,3) sucI)z that 
F = .SA((Q, (vl), (yz)} where v1 = 1, v2 = 4 and In &notes a set of all 
points in PG(2,3). 
In the cflse q = 4, F in a {2v2 -+ 2,2v1; 2,4}-min l hyper if and only if there 
exist some noncollinear pointi (Q), (vl) and (v2) in PG(2,4) such that 
either 
(a) F = Lo U L1 U [(eOvO + Y, + v2.), (clvO + #vl + v2), (c2v0 + a$ + 
v,)} for some elements co, cl and c2 in (0, 1, tt, dj or 
(b) F = Lo u {(v&t (Yy + v2), (6x0 + y1-k %@z), (cvo + ova + Ir2), (c(w, + 
cwl + v& (cvo + cu2tpE + v& (~cY%~ + CU2r, -t v2)} for some element 
c in (1, a, d) or 
(c) F = (LOW?))) lJ (G4~2))) iJ (M2\{(cq + vz))) lJ (i=w + V2)r 
(cc2vl +- ~2)) for some elemefit e in { 1, cy, au”) where vl = 1, v2 = 5, 
(2(q + I) + 2, 2; t, q)-min l hypers 236 
Lo = (v,) @ (VI), Ll= (I+)) @ (v,), M-2 = (vo) C!3 @VI + It*) ad Ly is a 
primitive element of GF(22) sucla that d = Q! + 1 and 2 = 1. 
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